2 was detoxified by accelerated glutathione redox cycling. Our previous work shows that H 2 O 2 induces cytochrome c to be released from mitochondria in NGF-supported sympathetic neurons, whereas antioxidants that detoxify H 2 O 2 block cytochrome c redistribution in NGF-deprived neurons. Readdition of NGF also immediately inhibits cytochrome c release. We present evidence that this inhibition is mediated by the rapid activation of glutathione redox cycling by NGF.
Introduction
Approximately 50% of the neurons generated during vertebrate neurogenesis die by apoptosis in a process thought to be important for sculpting the developing nervous system (Oppenheim, 1991; Yuan and Yanker, 2001) . Neurotrophins excreted by target or other tissues are the major determinants of which neurons survive the period of developmental death. Those cells obtaining sufficient quantities of an appropriate neurotrophin survive and live into the adulthood of the organism, whereas those that do not execute the apoptotic program and are removed by phagocytic cells (Danial and Korsmeyer, 2004 ). The prototypical model for investigating the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying this death consists of rodent sympathetic neurons dissociated from late embryonic or early postnatal rats or mice and grown in cell culture. Sympathetic neurons of this age require the neurotrophin nerve growth factor (NGF) to live. Depriving these cells of NGF causes their apoptotic death both in vivo and in vitro.
NGF withdrawal induces apoptosis in sympathetic neurons by causing the pro-apoptotic protein, Bax, to bind to the outer mitochondrial membrane where it induces release of cytochrome c from the mitochondrial intermembrane space into the cytoplasm (Putcha et al., 1999) . Other apoptogenic substances may also be released (Susin et al., 1999; Du et al., 2000; Li et al., 2001) . The cytosolic cytochrome c stimulates formation of the apoptosome and activation of caspase proteases, the effectors of apoptotic death (Liu et al., 1996; Li et al., 1997; Zou et al., 1997) . Increased levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) occur in these neurons long before any cells become committed to die. These ROS lie downstream of Bax, derive from the mitochondrial electron transport chain, and appear to be an important component of the mechanism by which Bax causes cytochrome c release (Kirkland and Franklin, 2001; Kirkland et al., 2002a,b) .
The intensity of the fluorescent redox-sensitive dye, dihydrorhodamine 123, increases in NGF-deprived rat sympathetic neurons and GT1-trk cells in culture, indicating that it has become oxidized by the elevated levels of ROS in those cells (Dugan et al., 1997) . Readdition of NGF to these cultures inhibits further increases in dye intensity, suggesting that NGF acutely suppresses ROS. The mechanism underlying this suppression is unknown. Possibilities include NGF-induced inhibition of mitochondrial ROS production, rapid activation of cellular antioxidant defenses H 2 O 2 (Royall and Ischiropoulos, 1993) . We extensively characterized the use of this dye in rat and mouse sympathetic neurons (Kirkland and Franklin, 2001; Kirkland et al., 2002b) . This characterization shows that when CM-H 2 DCFDA is trapped in these cells, it is insensitive to pH changes within the physiological range and is not photo-oxidized at the laser power used in our experiments. We found equal loading of CM-H 2 DCFDA in cells receiving the experimental treatments reported in this study (data not shown). Cultures were incubated in the appropriate experimental medium containing CM-H 2 DCFDA (10 M) for 20 min at 35°C. They were then washed twice with Leibovitz's L-15 medium containing the experimental treatments and left in the last wash for confocal microscopy. CM-H 2 DCFDA was excited with the 488 nm line of the confocal laser. The green photomultiplier channel of the confocal microscope was used for image acquisition.
We used MitoSOX Red to determine relative O 2 .-levels. MitoSOX is a new redox-sensitive dye that is composed of hydroethidine linked by a hexyl carbon chain to a triphenylphosphonium group. The triphenylphosphonium cation targets the molecule to the mitochondrial matrix because of the negative membrane potential across the inner mitochondrial membrane (Robinson et al., 2006) . Oxidation of the hydroethidine moiety by O 2 .-generates 2-hydroxyethidium, which becomes intensely fluorescent after intercalation into mitochondrial DNA (Ross et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2003 Zhao et al., , 2005 . MitoSOX can also be oxidized by ROS other than O 2 .-but is most sensitive to oxidation by O 2 .-. Cultures were incubated for 10 min at 35°C in the appropriate experimental medium containing MitoSOX (2 M). This time and concentration were chosen as optimal for the experiments conducted in this study. Dye intensity was measured only in the cytoplasm. Nuclear staining occurred only in a small proportion of apoptotic cells that appeared to have compromised plasma membranes. Neurons in which cytoplasm could not be clearly differentiated from the nucleus were excluded from analysis. Supplemental Figure 1 shows that MitoSOX intensity increased at a linear rate in NGF-deprived neurons with up to 40 min of exposure (Johnson et al., 2007) . After incubation in MitoSOX, cultures were washed twice with L-15 medium and kept in the second wash for microscopy. MitoSOX was excited with the 408 nm line of the confocal laser (Robinson et al., 2006) , and the red photomultiplier channel of the confocal microscope was used for image acquisition. Although longer wavelengths (e.g., 488, 543) can also excite MitoSOX, the violet excitation is far more selective for the MitoSOX/O 2 .-product than are the longer wavelengths. Glutathione assay. Relative glutathione (GSH) levels were determined with monochlorobimane (MCB). MCB becomes intensely fluorescent when it is enzymatically bound to GSH (Fernandez-Checa and Kaplowitz, 1990 ). Cultures were incubated in appropriate experimental medium containing MCB for 20 min at 35°C in a 5% CO 2 atmosphere. Cultures were washed once with L-15 medium for fluorescence microscopy. The dye was excited at 380 Ϯ 15 nm. The emission filter was 510 Ϯ 20 nm. Only neurons that were clearly separate from other cells (i.e., not lying on top of others) were used for quantification of MCB intensity.
Immunocytochemistry and immunoblotting. Immunocytochemical staining for cytochrome c was done as described previously (Deshmukh and Johnson, 1998; Putcha et al., 1999; Kirkland and Franklin, 2001; Kirkland et al., 2002b) . Anti-cytochrome c monoclonal antibody (clone 6H2.B4) was obtained from PharMingen (San Diego, CA) or Promega (Madison, WI). The secondary antibody was an Alexa Fluor-conjugated anti-mouse antibody obtained from Invitrogen.
Western blotting for cytochrome c and ␤-tubulin III was done as described previously (Kirkland and Franklin, 2001; Kirkland et al., 2002b) . Proteins from cell lysates were separated by gel electrophoresis (10 or 12% Tris-HCl precast gels; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, or Life Gels, Clarkston, GA) and transferred onto polyvinylidene fluoride membranes (Millipore, Bedford, MA) . Membranes were then incubated in 0.5 g/ml mouse cytochrome c antibody (Clone 7H8.2C12; PharMingen) or anti-␤ tubulin III antibody at a 1:1000 dilution. The secondary antibody, used at a dilution of 1:1000 to 1:4000), was provided with ECL kits (GE Healthcare, Arlington Heights, IL). Blot documentation and analysis was done with a Fotodyne Foto/Analyst Dual-Light Luminary Workstation running TotalLab Software (Fotodyne, Hartland, WI).
Statistics. Statistical analysis was done with SigmaStat 2.0 (Systat Soft-ware, San Jose, CA). Appropriate statistical measures were determined for each experiment based on distribution of data. The statistics used are indicated in the figure legends or text. All ANOVAs are Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA on ranks followed by Dunn's multiple comparisons post hoc test. Differences were considered significant if p was Ͻ0.01. All error bars are Ϯ SEM. Graphs were prepared with SigmaPlot 9.0 (Systat Software)
Results

NGF readdition rapidly suppressed H 2 O 2 -associated ROS in NGF-deprived mouse sympathetic neurons
To explore the mechanisms mediating the suppression of ROS by NGF, we first used the fluorescent redox-sensitive dye CM-H 2 DCFDA. This dye has several features that make it superior to dihydrorhodamine 123 for ROS detection (Kirkland and Franklin, 2001 ). Previous work has demonstrated that, as with dihydrorhodamine, the fluorescence intensity of CM-H 2 DCFDA and related redox-sensitive dyes increases in rat and mouse sympathetic neurons when they are deprived of NGF (Greenlund et al., 1995; Kirkland and Franklin, 2001; Kirkland et al., 2002b; Kirkland and Franklin, 2003) . Figure 1 , A and B, shows that depriving mouse sympathetic neurons in cell culture of NGF for 24 h caused a approximately fivefold increase in CM-H 2 DCFDA fluorescence intensity, indicating that ROS levels had increased in them. Readdition of NGF to the culture medium during the 20 min period of dye loading suppressed ϳ80% of this increase. Therefore, NGF readdition suppresses CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity in NGF-deprived mouse sympathetic neurons in a manner similar to that observed when dihydrorhodamine 123 was used as the ROS indicator for NGF-deprived rat sympathetic neurons (Dugan et al., 1997) . As reported previously (Kirkland et al., 2002a) , maintaining the NGF-deprived neurons from the time of deprivation in culture medium containing the broad-spectrum caspase inhibitor boc-aspartyl(OMe)-fluoromethylketone (BAF) suppressed ϳ80% of the increase in dye intensity. This finding suggests a role for caspases in ROS production in NGF-deprived sympathetic neurons similar to that described in other cell types (Tan et al., 1998; Ricci et al., 2003 Ricci et al., , 2004 . This concentration of BAF also prevents all of the cells from dying over this period (Deshmukh et al., 1996 Kirkland et al., 2002b) . Readdition of NGF to BAF-maintained cultures during the period of dye loading suppressed CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity to near the baseline levels found in neurons maintained from the time of plating in NGF-containing medium. Neurons deprived of NGF and maintained alive for 48 h in BAF-containing medium (Kirkland et al., 2002b) had CM-H 2 DCFDA intensities similar to those of cells maintained for 24 h in BAF-containing medium without NGF. However, readdition of NGF took longer to suppress ROS in these cells than in cultures deprived of NGF for only 24 h. Therefore, NGF suppressed both the BAF-sensitive and BAFinsensitive components of the ROS increase. None of the differences in CM-H 2 DCFDA intensities in cells receiving the various treatments can be explained by differential dye loading as cells treated with all the conditions reported in this manuscript load with the same amount of dye (Kirkland et al., 2002b ) (data not shown). Figure 1C shows that the suppressant effect of NGF on CM-H 2 DCFDA fluorescence intensity was not caused by reduction of the oxidized dye to the nonfluorescent form. NGF-deprived cells were loaded with CM-H 2 DCFDA and re-exposed to NGF after the dye had become oxidized (Fig. 1C) . This treatment did not cause a significant decrease in dye intensity ( p Ͼ 0.3 by ANOVA). Therefore, the rapid suppression of CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity by NGF readdition was not caused by a re-reduction of the dye but, rather, by a rapid suppression of the ROS detected by the dye.
Mouse sympathetic neurons that have been maintained in culture medium containing NGF from the time of plating (6 -9 d) do not show a significant rise in ROS levels until ϳ6 h after NGF withdrawal. Peak ROS levels are reached at 18 h and later times after deprivation (Kirkland et al., 2002b) . To determine how fast ROS levels recovered after having been suppressed by NGF readdition, cultures were deprived of NGF for 24 h and then reexposed to it for varying periods before a second deprivation during CM-H 2 DCFDA loading. Figure 1 D shows that longer exposures to NGF led to longer periods for return of ROS to the elevated levels found in cells not re-exposed to it. Neurons treated with NGF for 5 min and subsequently deprived of it during dye loading had ϳ 80% of the CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity found in NGF-deprived cells not pretreated with NGF. Twenty minutes of pretreatment with NGF before subsequent deprivation during the period of dye loading resulted in an average CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity ϳ40% of that found in the cells not re-exposed to NGF. A similar time course for recovery of ROS levels was apparent in NGF-pretreated neurons that had been deprived of NGF in the presence of BAF. These data suggest that the mechanism for suppression of ROS by NGF is rapidly activated and that this activation becomes more persistent with longer periods of NGF re-exposure.
A principal source of ROS in most cells is mitochondrial respiration. Electrons leaking from the mitochondrial electron transport chain reduce O 2 to the free radical ROS, superoxide (O 2 .-) (Turrens, 1997; Cai and Jones, 1998; Halliwell and Gutteridge, 1999; Nicholls and Budd, 2000; Nicholls and Ward, 2000; Nicholls and Ferguson, 2002) . The increased ROS in NGFdeprived mouse and rat sympathetic neurons appear to derive, for the most part, from the respiratory chain as they are potently inhibited by mitochondrial respiratory inhibitors and protonophores (Dugan et al., 1997; Kirkland and Franklin, 2001; Kirkland et al., 2002b) . Activated caspases are known to increase mitochondrial ROS production in several cell types by attacking the NADH dehydrogenase Fe-S protein 1 subunit of the first respiratory complex (Ricci et al., 2003 (Ricci et al., , 2004 . Profound suppression of ROS in NGF-deprived neurons by inclusion of BAF in the culture medium suggests that caspases are also involved in production of ROS in these cells. However, even with BAF treatment, ROS remained elevated in NGF-deprived cells, suggesting that other mechanisms also contributed to the increased ROS. One such possible mechanism is Bax-dependent depletion of cytochrome c from the electron transport chain (Starkov et al., 2002) . Removal of cytochrome c from the chain can increase leakage of electrons to O 2 , elevating the rate of production of O 2 .-. To determine whether suppression of the residual ROS remaining in BAF-saved neurons by NGF reintroduction (Fig. 1 B) was caused by repletion of cytochrome c to the electron transport chain, we deprived cultures of NGF and maintained them in BAFcontaining medium for 24 -48 h, followed by immunoblotting for cytochrome c. Because of the rapid degradation of cytochrome c when it is released into the cytoplasm of NGF-deprived mouse sympathetic neurons, there is no cytoplasmic cytochrome c to be detected in cytosolic fractions from them at any time after its release from mitochondria (Putcha et al., 2000) . The only immunoblot-detectable cytochrome c remaining in these cells is mitochondrial. Therefore, the total cellular levels of cytochrome c detected by immunoblotting in NGF-deprived cells should reflect only the cytochrome c left in mitochondria (Xie et al., 2005) . Although this technique might not be ideal for a definitive deter-mination of the actual rate of release of cytochrome c from mitochondria, it is more than adequate for determining whether there is an increase in cytochrome c after NGF readdition. Figure 2 , A and B, shows that withdrawal of NGF caused a ϳ60% loss of cytochrome c from these cultures. Reintroduction of NGF had no effect on cytochrome c levels during the period in which it caused rapid suppression of ROS levels. Similarly, acute application of NGF to NGF-deprived cultures not supported by BAF did not affect the reduced cytochrome c levels in them (data not shown). Therefore, repletion of cytochrome c to the electron transport chain by NGF readdition was not the mechanism by which NGF caused suppression of ROS in NGF-deprived neurons.
O 2 .-levels were not suppressed by NGF readdition Most ROS in NGF-deprived sympathetic neurons appear to derive from the electron transport chain (Dugan et al., 1997; Kirkland and Franklin, 2001; Kirkland et al., 2002b) . Therefore, an obvious mechanism for suppression of ROS by NGF readdition is through an effect on mitochondrial ROS production. NGF could, for example, suppress ROS by decreasing the rate of leakage of electrons from the chain. CM-H 2 DCFDA is oxidized by H 2 O 2 and other ROS lying downstream from dismutation of O 2 . -. It is relatively insensitive to oxidation by O 2 .
- (Royall and Ischiropoulos, 1993; Kirkland and Franklin, 2001; Kirkland et al., 2002b (Zhao et al., 2003 (Zhao et al., , 2005 Ross et al., 2005; Robinson et al., 2006) . Figure 3A shows that the mitochondria of NGF-deprived neurons were intensely stained by MitoSox. Figure 3B shows the effect of treating neurons exposed to MitoSox in the culture medium with 2-methylnaphthalene-1,4-dione (menadione), a plasma membrane-permeant compound that generates O 2 .-intracellularly by mediating transfer of electrons from nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate or NADPH to O 2 in a redox cycling 4 tion of NGF during the 20 min period of CM-H 2 DCFDA loading inhibited this oxidation. B, Effects on neuronal CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity of NGF readdition to cultures deprived of NGF for 24 -48 h. Because of ongoing apoptotic death, all of the cells deprived of NGF for the longer period were maintained alive by adding the broad-spectrum caspase inhibitor BAF (50 M) to the culture medium at the time of NGF withdrawal. Note that the caspase inhibitor also potently suppressed ROS (e.g., CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity) (Kirkland et al., 2002a,b) . For neurons deprived of NGF for 24 h, NGF readdition was done during the 20 min period of CM-H 2 DCFDA loading. The 48 h BAF-supported neurons were re-exposed to NGF either during the 20 min dye-loading period or for 100 min before dye loading plus the 20 min of dye loading. Stars indicate a significant difference ( p Ͻ 0.001 by ANOVA) from the same condition with no readdition of NGF during the period of CM-H 2 DCFDA loading. n ϭ 62-588 neurons. C, NGF readdition did not suppress CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity in NGF-deprived neurons by reducing the dye after it had become oxidized. Cultures deprived of NGF for 24 h were loaded with CM-H 2 DCFDA for 20 min. The first bar is control CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity at the end of the 20 min load. For the other two conditions, the dye was washed out after the 20 min load either with medium containing NGF or lacking NGF. Dye intensity was then determined 20 min later. n ϭ 126 -522 neurons. D, Time course of recovery of elevated ROS after NGF readdition followed by subsequent withdrawal. ROS recovered more slowly when NGF was again withdrawn after longer periods of NGF readdition. Neurons deprived of NGF for 24 h (Ϯ50 M BAF) were exposed to NGF for various times before being loaded with CM-H 2 DCFDA for 20 min in medium containing no NGF and a NGFneutralizing antibody. Fold change shown in this and subsequent figures is change from the intensity of the dye measured in sibling cultures of neurons maintained since the time of plating in NGF-containing medium. n ϭ 104 -350 neurons. Elevated levels of ROS in NGF-deprived mouse sympathetic neurons in cell culture were rapidly suppressed by re-exposure to NGF. A, Paired phase and confocal micrographs of neurons loaded with the redox-sensitive dye CM-H 2 DCFDA. By 24 h after NGF withdrawal, CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity had increased, indicating that the dye was oxidized by ROS. Reintroduc-process (Thor et al., 1982; Gutierrez, 2000) . This treatment caused a ϳ0.74-fold increase in MitoSOX fluorescence intensity, whereas a concentration of H 2 O 2 that causes a large increase in CM-H 2 DCFDA fluorescence intensity had no effect (Kirkland et al., 2002b) . These findings suggest that MitoSOX is an effective tool for investigating production of O 2 .
-by the mitochondria of sympathetic neurons without the data being contaminated by significant interference from H 2 O 2 -associated ROS. The fluorescence intensity of MitoSOX in NGF-replete cells was very low. Withdrawing NGF caused an increase in MitoSOX intensity over a time course that was similar to that for the increase in CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity in NGF-deprived cells (Fig. 3 A, C) (Kirkland et al., 2002b) . BAF suppressed the increase in MitoSOX intensity but did not prevent a partial rise. Both the mitochondrial uncoupler carbonyl cyanide p-trifluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone (FCCP) and rotenone, an inhibitor of electron flow through respiratory complex I, greatly suppressed the increase of MitoSOX intensity in NGF-deprived neurons. These compounds also suppressed the increase in intensity of MitoSOX fluorescence in NGF-deprived, BAF-maintained cells (Fig. 3D) . There was also a slight decrease of MitoSOX fluorescence intensity in NGF-supported cells treated with FCCP or rotenone during the period of MitoSOX loading (intensity was 0.7 Ϯ 0.1-and 0.82 Ϯ 0.02-fold of NGF control, respectively; p Ͻ 001 by ANOVA). These findings are similar to those we reported for the effect of these compounds on CM-H 2 DCFDA fluorescence intensity in NGF-deprived cells (Kirkland et al., 2002b) , further suggesting that the ROS detected by CM-H 2 DCFDA lie downstream of dismutated O 2 .-derived from the mitochondrial electron transport chain. It should be noted that MitoSOX targeting to mitochondria depends on mitochondrial membrane potential (see Materials and Methods) and that FCCP and rotenone both reduce this potential (Nicholls and Ferguson, 2002; Starkov et al., 2002) . However, combined with the similar effects of these compounds on CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity in NGF-deprived cells, which does not depend on mitochondrial membrane potential, the data strongly suggest a mitochondrial origin of the ROS. It should also be noted that a decrease in mitochondrial membrane potential that may occur during apoptosis could result in decreased MitoSOX loading into mitochondria and an underestimation of O 2 .-levels in apoptotic cells. Experiments with the mitochondrial membrane potential probe tetramethylrhodamine methyl ester showed that NGF-deprived cells have mitochondria with reduced, but not absent, mitochondrial membrane potential (data not shown). Figure 4 A shows that, in contrast to the rapid and potent suppressant effect that acute NGF readdition had on CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity in NGF-deprived neurons, acute reexposure of cells deprived of NGF for 24 h to NGF did not suppress MitoSOX fluorescence intensity in them. Neither NGFdeprived neurons nor neurons deprived of NGF and maintained in BAF-containing medium for this time showed any major decrease in MitoSOX intensity when NGF was added at the time of MitoSOX loading. To determine whether NGF readdition might suppress MitoSOX fluorescence over a slower time course, we deprived neurons of NGF and then added it back for periods ranging from 20 min to 6 h. MitoSOX intensity increased slightly after acute NGF application and then declined to the basal level seen in neurons deprived of NGF for 24 h. Intensity remained at about this level even after 6 h of re-exposure to NGF. MitoSOX intensity first decreased slightly in NGF-deprived BAF-saved neurons after re-exposure and then slowly returned to the intensity seen in these cells at 24 h after withdrawal (Fig. 4 B) . These findings suggest that mitochondria in sympathetic neurons deprived of NGF continue to generate elevated amounts of O 2 . -even after the readdition of NGF.
Activation of glutathione redox cycling by NGF
Published data suggest that the ROS detected by CM-H 2 DCFDA in NGF-deprived rat and mouse sympathetic neurons lie downstream of dismutated mitochondrial O 2 .
- (Kirkland and Franklin, 2001; Kirkland et al., 2002b) . The findings presented here suggest that these ROS decrease after NGF readdition and that mitochondrial O 2 . -production does not decrease after NGF reexposure. The differential effects of NGF on CM-H 2 DCFDA and MitoSOX intensities could be explained by NGF-mediated acti- Note the decrease in cytochrome c concentration after NGF withdrawal and the lack of an increase after NGF readdition. NGF-deprived cultures were maintained in BAF (50 M)-containing medium for 24 h before immunoblotting. B, Readdition of NGF to BAF (50 M)-maintained cultures depleted of cytochrome c by 24 or 48 h of NGF withdrawal did not increase cytochrome c levels within 2 h of readdition. p Ͼ 0.05 by ANOVA for the 24 h treatments, and p Ͼ 0.8 by t test for the 48 h treatments. Cytochrome c concentration (density of bands) was determined by immunoblotting. Cytochrome c was normalized to the amount of cytochrome c found in sibling cultures maintained since the time of plating in medium containing NGF. Equal loading was assured by using sibling cultures plated at the same density, by determining amount of ␤-tubulin III in the cultures and by monitoring a nonspecific band recognized by the cytochrome c antibody (Xie et al., 2005) . n ϭ 5-38 cultures.
vation of an antioxidant pathway that detoxifies the CM-H 2 DCFDA-detected ROS without affecting O 2 . -production by mitochondria. We obtained evidence for such a mechanism in these cells through a serendipitous observation of differential rates of CM-H 2 DCFDA photo-oxidation in NGF-replete and -deprived cells. Photo-oxidation is a process whereby intense light causes the production of free radical ROS (Hibbs, 2004) . To obtain images of sympathetic neurons in culture with the confocal microscope, we typically hold laser power at ϳ10% of maximum. This low power does not cause photo-oxidation, as detected by increased CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity, in mouse sympathetic neurons even after multiple laser exposures ( Kirkland et al., 2002b ) (results not shown). However, exposure of these cells to 100% laser power did cause increased CM-H 2 DCFDA fluorescence intensity, indicating the production of ROS. In the process of recording CM-H 2 DCFDA images, we noted that NGF-deprived neurons were much more sensitive to photo-oxidation by high laser power than were NGF-maintained cells (supplemental Fig. 2 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). This observation suggested that there were differences in the antioxidant capacities of NGF-deprived and -replete neurons.
The principal mechanism for removal of H 2 O 2 from most cells, including neurons, is by conversion to H 2 O via the peroxidase-catalyzed oxidation of the tripeptide GSH by H 2 O 2 (Halliwell and Gutteridge, 1999) . The oxidized glutathione (GSSG) is then enzymatically reduced to GSH by glutathione reductase using reducing equivalents obtained from NADPH. To determine whether NGF was suppressing H 2 O 2 or H 2 O 2 -generated ROS by activating the glutathione pathway in mouse sympathetic neurons, we attempted to assay the total amount of glutathione, glutathione peroxidase activity, and glutathione reductase activity in these cells. Unfortunately, we found that the amount of tissue obtainable from even large dissections of sympathetic ganglia was too little to determine the amount of glutathione or the activity of the enzymes using standard biochemical assays. To circumvent this problem, a single-cell assay using the membrane-permeant GSH probe MCB was used. MCB is nonfluorescent until bound to GSH in a reaction catalyzed by the enzyme glutathione S-transferase (Barhoumi et al., 1995; Decory et al., 2001) . Figure 5A shows that MCB stained brightly the somas of NGF-maintained neurons. An equivalent amount of MCB bound in both NGF-replete and -deprived cells, indicating that there were no differences in the levels of GSH in these neurons (Fig. 5B) ( p Ͼ 0.06 by Mann-Whitney rank sum test). Therefore, total GSH concentrations were not altered by NGF deprivation, and NGF withdrawal did not modify the activity of glutathione S-transferase. A similar steady-state concentration of GSH was maintained in NGF-replete and -deprived neurons (Fig. 5B) . Therefore, the only conceivable means by which changes in the GSH pathway could account for the rapid ROS suppressant effects of NGF was by an increase in the rate of GSH turnover. Such a change in the rate of glutathione redox cycling could leave the GSH and GSH plus GSSG levels unaltered while increasing the rate of ROS detoxification. To explore this possibility, we used MCB in conjunction with N, NЈ-Bis(2-chloroethyl)-N-nitrosourea (BCNU), a potent inhibitor of glutathione reductase activity in many cell types, including neurons (Babson and Reed, 1978; Starke and Farber, 1985; Tretter and Adam-Vizi, 2000) . Treatment of cells with BCNU causes a loss of GSH at a rate determined by the rate of glutathione redox cycling. The rationale behind this assay was that, if NGF increased the rate of glutathione redox cycling, BCNU treatment should cause a more rapid loss of MCB staining in NGF-deprived cells re-exposed to NGF than in NGF-deprived neurons not treated with NGF. Exposure of cultures maintained in medium containing NGF from the time of plating to this concentration of BCNU had no effect on MCB staining even after 2 h of treatment (Fig. 5C) . However, similar exposure of NGFdeprived cultures to BCNU caused a drop in MCB staining of ϳ0.2-fold by 0.5-2 h after the beginning of treatment ( p Ͻ 0.001 by ANOVA). Readdition of NGF and BCNU-containing medium to deprived cultures caused a much greater decrease in MCB intensity. By 1-2 h after the addition of BCNU and NGF, MCB intensity was ϳ0.5-fold lower than that in NGF-maintained cells (Fig. 5C ) ( p Ͻ 0.001 by ANOVA). These data suggest that neurons maintained in NGF-containing medium from the time of plating have a very slow rate of glutathione redox cycling; otherwise, block of glutathione reductase by BCNU would have caused a decrease in MCB staining because of decreased amounts of GSH. This finding is consistent with the very low levels of ROS in these cells (i.e., rapid cycling did not occur because of the low ROS levels). The data suggest that NGF withdrawal increased the rate of production of O 2 . -by mitochondria (Figs. 4, 5) and, through dismutation, the amount of cellular H 2 O 2 . The increased loss of MCB staining in these cells when glutathione reductase was blocked likely reflects increased activity of the GSH pathway as the cells attempted to detoxify these ROS. That is, more GSH was being "used up" and not replenished because of the reductase block in the NGF-deprived neurons than in the NGF-maintained ones. Although the data suggest that activity of the GSH pathway in NGF-deprived cells increased, the increase was not enough to completely detoxify the elevated H 2 O 2 lying downstream of increased production of O 2 .-. Readdition of NGF to deprived cultures appeared to activate the GSH pathway as the loss of MCB staining was greatest in these cells when glutathione reductase was blocked. These data suggest that the rapid suppression of H 2 O 2 and the other ROS detected by CM-H 2 DCFDA was caused by activation of glutathione redox cycling by NGF. Consistent with this hypothesis, Figure 5D shows that BCNU had no significant effect on CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity in NGF-maintained neurons ( p Ͼ 0.7 by Mann-Whitney rank sum test) or in neurons deprived of NGF for 24 h ( p Ͼ 0.4 by ANOVA). However, BCNU completely prevented readdition of NGF from suppressing the increased ROS detected by CM-H 2 DCFDA in NGFdeprived cells ( p Ͼ 0.4 by ANOVA). Chronically NGFsupported cells treated with BCNU (5 M) during the period of CM-H 2 DCFDA loading exhibited a greater increase in CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity than did untreated ones when photooxidized (10 scans at full laser power; 3.02 Ϯ 0.61-fold increase for treated and 0.69 Ϯ 0.09-fold for untreated; p Ͻ 0.001 by Mann-Whitney rank sum test; n ϭ 56 -132). A much greater increase in dye intensity occurred in cells deprived of NGF for 24 h (supplemental Fig. 2 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) when photo-oxidized by this paradigm, sug- .-in NGF-deprived cells. Cultures were exposed to MitoSOX (2 M) for 10 min in the presence or absence of NGF (Ϯ BAF; 50 M) as indicated, and then neurons were viewed by confocal microscopy. Cultures that had been deprived of NGF for 24 h and exposed to NGF again during MitoSOX loading exhibited a small increase in MitoSOX intensity compared with that in cells not re-exposed to NGF. Conversely, readdition of NGF to cultures deprived of it for 24 h and exposed to BAF showed a small decrease in MitoSOX intensity on NGF readdition ( p Ͻ 0.001 by Mann-Whitney rank sum test for both Ϯ BAF). n ϭ 150 -583 neurons. B, MitoSOX intensity either continued to increase slightly after NGF readdition (with 50 M BAF) or declined slightly (without BAF). NGF was added back to NGF-deprived cultures 24 h after NGF withdrawal. At the indicated times after NGF readdition, cultures were exposed to MitoSOX (2 M) for 10 min in culture medium containing the appropriate treatments. Neurons were then viewed by confocal microscopy. n ϭ 81-454 neurons.
gesting that sustained exposure to NGF may activate antioxidant mechanisms in addition to the glutathione pathway.
Evidence that activation of glutathione redox cycling by NGF underlies NGF-mediated suppression of cytochrome c redistribution The membrane-permeant antioxidants N-acetyl-L-cysteine and GSH ethyl ester inhibit the apoptotic death of NGF-deprived mouse sympathetic neurons by inhibiting release of cytochrome c from mitochondria. Exposing these cells to a concentration of H 2 O 2 that causes an intracellular pro-oxidant state similar to that caused by NGF withdrawal induces cytochrome c redistribution (Kirkland et al., 2002b) . These findings suggest a role for the elevated ROS levels in cytochrome c redistribution in these cells. Approximately 50% of NGF-deprived sympathetic neurons are committed to death by 24 h after NGF withdrawal (Deckwerth and Johnson, 1993) . That is, when NGF is added back to the cultures at this time, ϳ50% of cells live while the others die by apoptosis. The block of death of the uncommitted cells by NGF readdition is secondary to an immediate block by NGF of any additional cytochrome c release (Deshmukh and Johnson, 1998) . The mechanism underlying this rapid block is unknown. Addition of GSH ethyl ester also immediately stops cytochrome c release and prevents additional death from occurring (Kirkland and Franklin, 2003) . The rapid activation by NGF of the GSH pathway for detoxifying H 2 O 2 (Fig. 5) suggested the possibility that NGF also prevents release of cytochrome c from mitochondria via an antioxidant mechanism. To explore this possibility, we treated NGF-deprived neurons with culture medium containing NGF. BCNU was included in the medium of some cultures to block GSH redox cycling. Cytochrome c redistribution was determined by immunocytochemistry. As in many cells, the mitochondria in individual NGF-deprived sympathetic neurons appear to coordinately release cytochrome c over a short period (Goldstein et al., 2000 (Goldstein et al., , 2005 . This rapid release is followed by rapid loss of cytochrome c from the cytoplasm, presumably by degradation (Deshmukh and Johnson, 1998; Neame et al., 1998; Kirkland and Franklin, 2001; Kirkland et al., 2002b) . Sympathetic neurons with mitochondria retaining cytochrome c exhibit intense, punctate immunocytochemical staining for cytochrome c, whereas those with cytochrome c-depleted mitochondria show only a faint, homogeneous staining. Figure 6 A shows how these criteria were used to score neurons as having retained or released cytochrome c from mitochondria after NGF withdrawal. Figure  6 B shows the time course of cytochrome c redistribution after NGF withdrawal. By 24 h after deprivation, ϳ50% of cells had released cytochrome c and ϳ70% by 30 h. 4 that the activity of glutathione S-transferase was not affected by NGF withdrawal. They also indicate that GSH concentration was similar in both conditions. Data was normalized to that of NGF-replete cells loaded with 50 M MCB. Curves are best least-squares fits of two parameter logistic equations to the data. n ϭ 35-284 neurons. C, Inhibition of glutathione reductase increased loss of GSH in NGF-deprived cells. Treatment of cultures with the glutathione reductase inhibitor BCNU (5 M) did not affect MCB staining (300 M) of neurons that had been maintained in media containing NGF. It did decrease MCB staining in NGF-deprived neurons, consistent with increased ROS in those cells and a more active glutathione pathway for detoxifying the ROS. Cultures deprived of NGF for 24 h and then exposed to NGF during the time of BCNU treatment exhibited greatly decreased MCB staining compared with control cells and cells deprived of NGF for 24 h. Data were normalized to MCB intensity of NGF-maintained cultures not treated with BCNU. n ϭ 26 -107 neurons. D, Suppression of glutathione cycling by BCNU (5 M) prevented suppression of ROS by NGF readdition. Neurons deprived of NGF for 24 h were loaded with CM-H 2 DCFDA in the presence of NGF or NGF and BCNU. n ϭ 87-283 neurons. As reported previously (Kirkland and Franklin, 2003) , addition of either NGF or GSH ethyl ester to NGF-deprived cultures inhibited cytochrome c redistribution. When either of these agents was added to cultures at 24 h after withdrawal, about the same percentage of cells exhibited punctate staining for cytochrome c at 30 h after deprivation as at 24 h. When BCNU was added at 24 h along with GSH ethyl ester to inhibit glutathione redox cycling, the block of cytochrome c release was abrogated. Addition of BCNU along with NGF at this time also completely prevented NGF from blocking additional cytochrome c release. Treatment of cultures maintained in NGF from the time of plating with BCNU (5 M for 24 h) did not cause any cytochrome c redistribution. One hundred percent of these neurons exhibited intense, punctate immunocytochemical staining for cytochrome c (n ϭ 66 neurons). It was not possible to follow cells deprived of NGF for longer than 30 h, because most had died by later times. To determine the longer-term effects of treatment with these agents on cytochrome c release, we maintained cells in medium containing BAF to prevent death. This treatment does not alter the time course of cytochrome c redistribution (Kirkland et al., 2002b) . Approximately 90% of BAF-maintained cells had released cytochrome c from mitochondria by 48 h after NGF withdrawal. Addition of GSH ethyl ester to the culture medium at 24 h after deprivation inhibited release. Treatment of these cells at 24 h after withdrawal with BCNU completely blocked the ability of GSH ethyl ester to inhibit cytochrome c release in the subsequent 24 h. Treatment of NGF-deprived, BAF-saved cultures at 24 h after withdrawal of NGF also inhibited additional cytochrome c redistribution over the subsequent 24 h period. The ability of NGF to cause this block was prevented by including BCNU in the culture medium (Fig. 6C ). Cells treated with BCNU appeared morphologically identical to those not treated with it (data not shown). These data suggest a role for activation of glutathione redox cycling by NGF in acute prevention of cytochrome c redistribution by NGF readdition. Dugan et al. (1997) were among the first to report that withdrawing NGF from sympathetic neurons in cell culture causes increased levels of ROS in them. They also reported that readdition of NGF to NGF-deprived cultures rapidly suppresses these ROS. We conducted an investigation into the mechanism underlying this phenomenon. Additionally, we explored the role of ROS suppression by NGF in NGF-mediated block of cytochrome c redistribution.
Discussion
We first performed a confocal microscopic study of NGFdeprived cells loaded with the redox-sensitive dye CM-H 2 DCFDA. As reported previously (Kirkland and Franklin, 2001; Kirkland et al., 2002b) , withdrawing NGF caused an increase in the fluorescence intensity of this dye, indicating that the cells had entered a pro-oxidant state. Maintaining neurons from the time of withdrawal in medium containing the broad-spectrum caspase inhibitor BAF suppressed ϳ80% of this increase, suggesting involvement of caspases. Acute application of NGF to cultures deprived of it for 24 h also caused ϳ80% suppression of the increase in dye intensity in BAF-saved cells deprived of NGF for this period. The suppression of dye intensity by NGF was not caused by reduction of the dye after it had become oxidized but was the result of an actual clearance of ROS from the cells. Pretreatment with NGF followed by subsequent withdrawal during the time of dye loading revealed that longer periods of NGF pretreatment resulted in longer delays before of ROS levels rose again subsequent to a second withdrawal. This finding indicates that the mechanism by which NGF readdition suppresses ROS becomes more persistent with longer periods of NGF exposure.
Differential effects of NGF on the ROS detected by CM-H 2 DCFDA and MitoSOX
The data suggest that CM-H 2 DCFDA was oxidized in NGFdeprived neurons by H 2 O 2 -associated ROS lying downstream from dismutation of mitochondrial-derived O 2 .-. The elevated levels of these ROS could result from increased mitochondrial production of O 2 .
-, by a reduction in the activity of enzymatic pathways for detoxifying them, or by both mechanisms. To determine whether changes in production or clearance of ROS were responsible for the suppression of CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity when NGF was added to cultures of NGF-deprived neurons, we Note the lack of intense punctate staining in the bottom neuron, indicating that cytochrome c had been released into the cytoplasm where it was degraded. B, C, Addition of GSH ethyl ester (B;8mM) or NGF (C) inhibited additional release of cytochrome c. The inhibition of release caused by addition of GSH or NGF was blocked by the glutathione reductase inhibitor BCNU (5 M). Cultures were deprived of NGF in media either containing or lacking BAF (50 M). For some cultures, the indicated treatments were added 24 h after withdrawal. The cultures were then fixed and immunostained for cytochrome c at 30 or 48 h (only for ϩBAF cultures) after deprivation. The other cultures were fixed and immunostained at the indicated times. Neurons were scored as having retained cytochrome c in mitochondria or having released it as described previously (Kirkland and Franklin, 2001; Kirkland et al., 2002b) . n ϭ 3-6 cultures with ϳ50 neurons counted for each.
used MitoSOX, a new redox-sensitive dye that is targeted to mitochondria and shows selectivity for O 2 .-over other ROS (Robinson et al., 2006; Ross et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2003 Zhao et al., , 2005 . MitoSOX intensity increased after NGF withdrawal over the same time course as did CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity. Similar to their effects on increased CM-H 2 DCFDA intensity after NGF withdrawal, BAF, FCCP, and the complex I inhibitor rotenone potently suppressed MitoSOX intensity. This finding suggests an increase in O 2 .-production by mitochondria after NGF withdrawal and that, via dismutation, this O 2 .-was responsible for the concurrent rise in the ROS detected by CM-H 2 DCFDA (Royall and Ischiropoulos, 1993) .
Although readdition of NGF to NGF-deprived neurons rapidly attenuated CM-H 2 DCFDA-detected ROS, there was no significant suppression of the ROS detected by MitoSOX. Therefore, NGF readdition did not suppress the CM-H 2 DCFDA-detected ROS by suppressing production of O 2 .-by mitochondria. There are several possible ways that mitochondria could increase production of free radicals after NGF withdrawal. Caspases can increase mitochondrial ROS production in some cell lines by attacking mitochondrial respiratory complexes and increasing electron leakage from them (Ricci et al., 2003 (Ricci et al., , 2004 . Inhibition of both the MitoSOX-and CM-H 2 DCFDA-detected ROS by BAF are consistent with a role for caspases in causing increased mitochondrial ROS production in NGF-deprived sympathetic neurons. It is likely that the continued elevation of MitoSOX fluorescence after hours of NGF readdition reflect, at least in part, increased O 2 .-production by caspase-damaged respiratory complexes. Another means by which NGF withdrawal may lead to increased mitochondrial ROS production is via loss of cytochrome c from the electron transport chain (Starkov et al., 2002) . We found that depletion of cytochrome c from the chain persisted even after 2 h of NGF readdition and could account for some of the ROS produced. All ROS in NGF-deprived mouse sympathetic neurons lie downstream of Bax (Kirkland et al., 2002b) . Much of the pro-oxidant effect of Bax is likely caused by Bax-induced release of cytochrome c, which both activates caspases and depletes the electron transport chain of cytochrome c. A final mechanism by which NGF deprivation might increase mitochondrial ROS production is by a direct pro-oxidant effect of BAX on mitochondria that is independent of its effects on caspases and cytochrome c depletion. We previously presented evidence for such an effect of Bax in NGF-deprived mouse sympathetic neurons (Kirkland et al., 2002b) .
Activation of glutathione redox cycling by NGF
Regardless of the mechanism by which mitochondria increase ROS production after NGF withdrawal, it is clear from the MitoSOX finding that suppression of mitochondria-produced O 2 .-by NGF readdition did not occur. Therefore, the rapid suppression of CM-H 2 DCFDA-detected ROS has to lie downstream of mitochondrial O 2 .-production. This finding suggests that NGF activates an anti-oxidant pathway that detoxifies H 2 O 2 and other ROS detected by this dye. This hypothesis was lent credence by the finding that NGF-deprived neurons were much more susceptible to laser photo-oxidation, as detected by CM-H 2 DCFDA, than NGF-replete neurons or neurons that had been deprived of NGF before its readdition. The most likely antioxidant mechanism underlying suppression of these ROS by NGF is the glutathione redox cycling pathway. We used an in-cell assay for glutathione cycling based on the GSH-sensitive dye MCB and the glutathione reductase inhibitor BCNU. This assay revealed that glutathione redox cycling was very slow in neurons maintained from the time of plating in media containing NGF. It was more rapid in cells deprived of NGF for 24 h, likely because of the increased level of ROS in them. Readdition of NGF to these cultures significantly increased GSH cycling in them. Inhibition of cycling with BCNU blocked the ability of NGF to suppress ROS. These data indicate that NGF can rapidly activate the glutathione redox cycling pathway and suggest that this is the mechanism underlying its ability to rapidly suppress H 2 O 2 -associated ROS.
Role of ROS in NGF-mediated suppression of cytochrome c redistribution Suppression of ROS in NGF-deprived neurons by antioxidants inhibits cytochrome c redistribution and death. Treatment with a pro-oxidant that causes an increase in ROS similar to that seen in NGF-deprived cells induces cytochrome c release (Kirkland et al., 2002b) . The exact mechanism by which Bax causes cytochrome c to exit mitochondria during apoptosis remains unclear (Chipuk et al., 2006; Green, 2006) . There is evidence that Bax can form lipidic pores in the outer mitochondrial membrane that are large enough for cytochrome c and other proteins to pass through (Kuwana et al., 2002 ). It appears that much of the cytochrome c in the mitochondrial intermembrane space is actually bound to cardiolipin in the inner mitochondrial membrane and that peroxi- . -production. The O 2 . -is dismutated to H 2 O 2 in a reaction catalyzed by superoxide dismutase (SOD). The rate of glutathione redox cycling after NGF withdrawal is not great enough to clear all of the resulting H 2 O 2 from neurons and leads to globally elevated levels of H 2 O 2 . The elevated H 2 O 2 induces mitochondria to release cytochrome c (Cyt c)from the mitochondrial intermembrane space into the cytoplasm where it activates the intrinsic apoptotic cascade. Readdition of NGF to deprived cells rapidly increases the rate of glutathione cycling with the result that H 2 O 2 is swiftly converted to H 2 O, and H 2 O 2 -induced cytochrome c release and apoptosis are acutely inhibited. This NGF readdition does not affect Baxdependent O 2 . -production by mitochondria.. dation of this lipid may be necessary for cytochrome c redistribution (Ott et al., 2002; Iverson et al., 2004) . In this scenario, Bax induces pores in the outer membrane, but the cytochrome c exits only when the association with cardiolipin is disrupted by lipid peroxidation. Such peroxidation occurs in NGF-deprived sympathetic neurons (Kirkland et al., 2002a) , suggesting that the ROS may be causing cytochrome c exit in this way. However, an artificially-induced pro-oxidant state similar to that seen in NGFdeprived neurons can cause cytochrome c to exit the mitochondria of these cells even when they do not express Bax (Kirkland et al., 2002b) . Therefore, it seems that Bax is dispensable for release in these cells, but the ROS are not. Figure 7A summarizes ROS-related events in NGF-deprived sympathetic neurons suggested by published reports and by the findings presented in this study. After NGF withdrawal, Bax translocates to the outer mitochondrial membrane where it causes increased production of O 2 .-. Superoxide dismutase catalyzes the conversion of the O 2 .-to H 2 O 2 that then causes cytochrome c to be released. After return of NGF to deprived cells (Fig. 7B) , glutathione cycling increases, reducing H 2 O 2 levels and blocking cytochrome c redistribution.
